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About This Game

A Case of Distrust is a narrative mystery from 1924 San Francisco. Play as private investigator Phyllis Cadence Malone in this
historical 2D adventure game. Explore underground speakeasies, smoke-filled billiard halls, classic barber shops, and more.

Catch suspects in lies by using evidence, statements, and your wits. Intrinsic challenges face our heroine, as she struggles against
a pushback on emancipation, leading to many doubts, both internal and external. Uncover the truth in a mystery full of

deception!

Features

A hardboiled mystery, working past deceptive characters towards the truth

1924 San Francisco with historically accurate details

Saul Bass inspired visuals and scene transitions

Finger-snapping music that gives style to the roaring 20s

Themes of poverty, racism, and emancipation that tie into contemporary issues
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Some of the best, rowdiest local multiplayer fun I've ever had—like a long-lost "grown up" companion to SportsFriends: fluid,
fast, and super easy to pick up…but not a stretch to imagine it gathering a seriously competitive crowd.

I can't imagine having a living room PC without this—it feels like the purest social gaming experience outside of an arcade..
Super fun game and awesome animations. The characters are endearing and the game gives you a lot of freedom to explore.
Plus, you can't go wrong with a pocket-boat!. Worth $2 and an hour of your time. like the crisis in the kremlin and Ostalgie this
is a great and fun game!. It's a really fun game!. Overall I really enjoy this game! The art style, refrences to horror media, and
constant action make it really enjoyable. The game gets pretty challenging and forces you to make some tough choices on
pathing throughout the mansion and when to do certain things, overall really fun. If you are interested in seeing some gameplay,
below is my run that at the time was the second highest score in the game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=a3hsMJGEsdk. This was a lot of fun, well designed. Too short.. I was not expecting too
much from this game but its not even got an ending. You get to a point in the game where there is nothing else to do.. Good
game, looks like a DEMO but a hope they will invest time and funds to make it better.. Many bugs, animation issues and stock
assets. I can easily look over those and was into the gameplay for a few minutes until I found out the entirety of the game is find
x amount of keys to open a door, then walk to the next door and do the same thing.

I'd say this game has a decent base. They've got locational damage for enemies and a big world.

Sadly there just isn't any gameplay or feeling like I want to find another hundred keys to unlock a few doors. Add in some
compelling gameplay and I'll come back.

Feel free to check out my video for more impressions:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/bUYUvF6K4os
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great game worth the price.. wow. Absoutely loved everything about this game. The artstyle was beautiful yet disturbing in some
places. The soundtrack is perfect and it really gets me into the game. The puzzles were nicely structured and the plot is
magnificant. Can't wait to see what else you have in store for us! :D. I love the art in this 2D horror game! Everything is pretty
much on spot.
The story and lore is very interesting and fresh.

The only thing that I didn't like is the run & hide mechanic.
It works well at the beginning, but I found it very boring when it happens a lot
later on cause you don't do anything when you hide. You just wait until everything is clear.

Well, I enjoyed it very much. If you hate school, but like spooky stuff then go for it ;). Although it seems like a boring game at
first, it gets more and more interesting. The place where the story takes place is unique, and the characters have some very
interesting personalities. It was interesting to play it and get to every possible end. I'm sorry it ended so fast without having to
save all the forest, but all she says is that it's a very good game, even if this gallery is corrupted because it does not show you all
the pictures even if you unlock them after you finish playing the game several times in different ways.. I originally got the game
only for my profile acheivements, but its actually a really fun and addicting game! I'd recommend it. Amazing soundtrack, basic
gameplay. My favorite!. my game has glitched out so bad its only got like half a screen i cant go into my setting because i cant
see them and when im hovering over setting my mouse is on exit game and when i click settings it exits the game. please
someone help.. As dumb as this game is IMO, its actually pretty fun with friends. Though its a bit glitchy. not bad.. nice dlc :)
greatly done. A game with a good concept but poor implementation. Modes don't feel that varied. Controls seemed a little bit
awkward, and at times unresponsive. A poor showing for something that has time sensitive elements to it. More frustrating than
it's worth.
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